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Absrract: An upper and lower bound are presented for the difference between the distribution functions of noncentral 
chi-square variables with the same degrees of freedom and different noncentralities. The inequalities are applied in a 
comparison of two approximations to the power of Pearson’s chi-square test. 
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1. Main results 
Noncentral chi-square distributions play an important role in statistics. They occur for instance as exact or 
limiting distributions of test statistics under alternatives. To examine the power functions of such tests we 
come across the problem of comparing distribution functions of noncentral chi-square variables. In this 
section inequalities are presented, which make such a comparison possible. They show how differences 
between noncentralities are carried over to differences between their distribution functions. 
A nontrivial application is given in Section 2, where two approximations to rhe power of Pearson’s 
&i-square test are investigated. 
In the following theorem an upper bound is given for the difference between the distribution functions 
of noncentral cm-square variables with the same degrees of freedom and different noncentralities. For 
k = 1, 2,. . . , and 6 2 0 denote by xi(S) an r.v. with a noncentral chi-square distribution with k degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter 6. 
Theorem 1.1. Let 6 and 6* be nonnegative real numbers. Then for all c E R! and k 2 1, 
Moreover, 
/Pr(~~(6)~c)-Pr(~~(6*)~c)/~(2s)~”2/6”2-S*’i2(Pr(~~~,(O)~~). 
if S d S*, thenforallcER andkal, 
(1.1) 
0 < Pr(x:(S) <c) - Pr(x:(6*) < c) < (2a)-1’2(6”2 - 8*“2) Pr(xf-I(0) =G c). (1.2) 
Proof. Since (1.2) implies (1.1) it suffices to prove (1.2). So let 6 6 6*. Writing g for the density of 
&t(O), @ for the distribution function of the N(0, I)-distribution and $I for its density we have 
Pr(xz(6) <c) - Pr(x:(S*) <c) 
= (d([@(S~/‘+(c-U)1’2)-@(6”*-(c-U)”2)] 
- @ 8*‘/*+(c-u) [ ( “2) -@(S*“*- (c-u)“‘)])g(r?) du 
” = 
// 
‘*I”-(I.-“)“‘~(u)[l -exp( -2(c-u)“‘(u+ (c- u)1/‘2)]] dug(v) dll. 
0 ~l/?_(c-l,)l/’ 
(1.3) 
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Since 
0<+(24)[1-exp{-2h(u+h)}] <(2r)-l’* forall u, hER, 
the proof of (1.2) is complete. 0 
Remark 1.1. The constant (2~)~“~ in (1.1) and (1.2) is sharp. This is seen by taking c = S and 
S*‘/* = S’/2 + (log S))’ and noting that in that case 
lim {Pr(xi(S) 
s-00 
<c)-P~(~~(S*)~~)}{S’/~-S*‘/~}~‘=(~~)~”~. 
Thelowerboundcannotbeoftheform~(S’/~-S*’j21 forallSandS*,because~(S’/~-S*1/21>1if 
IS 
‘/2 _ S*‘/2 ( > c-1, Therefore we assume that S112 - 6 *‘I2 is bounded. Moreover, if both S and S* 
tend to 0, the lower bound is o( I S112 - S *‘/* I). So to obtain the reverse of Theorem 1.1 we assume that 
max( 6, 6 * ) is bounded away from 0. 
Theorem 1.2. For each n = 1, 2,. . . , let S, and Sz be nonnegative real numbers. If lim inf, _m 
max(S,,, S,,*) > 0 and Si/* - n 6 *1/2 = O(1) as n -+ 00, then for each k >, 1 there exists cl > 0 such that 
(1.4) 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume S, < S:. If lim inf, _ m S,* > 0 and SJ12 - S21/2 = O(l), it is 
easily seen that for c = S,* + 1 and all v with 0 < v < i, 
/ 
~*‘/2_(c_u)‘/2 
n 
,g/Z_(c_o)l/~ 
~(~)[l-exp(-2(c-v)“~(~+(c-v)“~))] du~c2]S~/2-S;1/21 
for some positive constant c2. In view of (1.3) the result now easily follows. 0 
Remark 1.2. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 state that the difference between the distribution functions of x:(S) 
and x:(S*) is of order S1j2 - S*‘12. On the other hand Exi( 6) - Exi(S*) = 6 - 6 *, which is of larger 
order than S1j2 - S*‘j2 if 6, S* + cc. This seems to be a contradiction. However, for large S the density 
at x of xi(S) is of order S -‘I2 for x in a neighbourhood of its expectation 6 (cf. Drost et al., 1989a, 
Lemma 3.4). Therefore a ‘shift’ of order 6 - S* indeed corresponds to a difference of order S’/2 - S*‘12 
between the distribution functions, in the sense that in general F( x + 6 - 6 * ) - F(x) is of the same order 
as f(x)(S - S*) if f= F’, which is of order S1/2 - S *‘I2 if f is of order S-‘j2. 
2. Pearson’s chi-square test 
Let Y,,..., Yn be i.i.d. real valued random variables with an absolutely continuous distribution. Consider 
the problem of testing the simple hypothesis H, that the 5’s have given density h. The classical Pearson 
&i-square test may be employed if one aims at a broad range of alternatives. To study the power 
behaviour at any given alternative density g, a family { g,: 0 < 0 < l} is introduced with g, = h and g’ = g. 
The general idea is that the power of a test at g, for moderate sample sizes will be reflected in the 
asymptotic power of the test for n + co and 8 = 0, + 0. This approach has proved to be very effective in 
parametric models, here the main difficulty is that no single natural parametric family of densities 
‘between h and g’ exists. A favourite family is the so called contamination family, where 
g,=(l -8)h+8g, 0~8~1 (2.1) 
(cf. e.g. Gvanceladze and Chibisov, 1979; Quine and Robinson, 1985). In Kallenberg et al. (1985) also a so 
called exponential family is considered. In this case we write &, given by 
g”,=c(8)geh1-e, 0<8<1, (2.2) 
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where c(e) is a normalizing constant. Such a family occurs also in measuring distance between h and g in 
terms of Chernoff’s index (cf. Brown, 1971; Kester and Kallenberg, 1986). The model (2.1) may be called 
arithmetic, while (2.2) is a geometric model. 
Example 2.1. Let h be the density of a standard normal distribution and let g be the density of a normal 
N(1, l)-distribution. The exponential family between h and g is the family of normal N( 8, l)-distributions 
with 0 < 0 < 1. At first sight this seems to be a more natural family between h and g than the 
contamination family, where g, is not normal for 0 < B < 1. In general, when g and h are members of 
some exponential family, 8, belongs to the same exponential family for 0 < 0 < 1. 
In situations as in the preceding example one is inclined to predict the power of Pearson’s &i-square 
test by using local theory in exponential families, since the family of normal N(t9, 1)-distributions with 
0 G 8 G 1 seems to be the natural parametric family between a standard normal distribution and a normal 
N(l, I)-distribution. On the other hand, the classical noncentral chi-square approximation to the power of 
Pearson’s &i-square test corresponds to local theory based on contamination families as will be shown. In 
that vein the contamination family is the natural choice even in the case of Example 2.1. 
Numerical results in Kallenberg et al. (1985) indicate that in general local theory in contamination 
families is more useful in predicting power behaviour of Pearson’s chi-square test than local theory in 
exponential families. In this section a theoretical explanation is given for the numerical evidence by 
comparing the error terms of both approximations. The inequalities of Section 1 are the main tools in such 
a comparison. 
Before stating the results we introduce some notation. In line with applications, we assume that h > 0 
a.e. (h) on a possibly infinite interval S and h = 0 outside S, where h is the Lebesgue measure. It is also 
assumed that g = 0 outside S; this involves no loss of generality, since goodness-of-fit tests are always 
performed conditional on the event that no observation lies outside S. Let A,, . . . , A, be a partition of S 
into nondegenerate disjoint intervals. We restrict ourselves to a fixed number of classes k. Define 
Z,= #{TEA,} and v,=/ h dh. 
A, 
Pearson’s chi-square statistic is defined as 
X2= i; (Z,-n7r,)2(n77,)p’. 
i=l 
For local alternatives { gon } or { & } such that lim, _ 3. no,’ exists finitely, the asymptotic distribution of 
X2 as n+ cc is Xi_,(lim.,, ~(i,’ A) in the contamination family and X~~,(lim,,,, no,” 6) in the 
exponential family (cf. Lemma A.1 in the Appendix), where 
with 
/= hdg/‘h) -j-h lodg,‘h) dh. 
(It is assumed that / h log(g/lz) dh is finite.) 
In view of the general idea underlying families between h and g, the preceding limiting result is applied 
(e.g. in making inference on the power behaviour of tests for different values of k) as an approximation 
theorem in the following way. Substituting 0, = 1, the power of the X2-test for moderate sample sizes is 
calculated using xi-, (n A(g)) in the contamination family approach, or Xi ~, (n J(g)) in the exponential 
family case. Note that the contamination family approach leads to the traditional approximation to the 
power of the X2-test (cf. Serfling, 1980, p. 132). 
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Preference of the contamination family as indicated by the numerical results should be preference of 
A(g) in the preceding approximation. Therefore we compare both approximations with the true power at 
alternatives g,, approaching the null hypothesis (not necessarily in a contiguous way). The following 
theorem clarifies the different structure of the error term of the two asymptotic approaches and shows why 
the contamination model is preferable. The proof is based on the inequalities given in Theorem 1.1. and 
1.2. 
Theorem 2.1. Let k >, 3. Let {s, }, s, > 0, be a nondecreasing sequence, and let 
(2.4) 
(i) As n -+ 03, 
sup sup/P,(X’>c)-Pr(~~_,(nA(g))>c)I=O(s,n-’I*). 
,Y=G(s,,) c>o 
(2.5) 
(ii) There exists a positive constant c, such that for all g E G(s,) and n, 
supjP,(X*> c) - Pr(Xi_,(n d(g)) > c)I <c,s,n-“2+ (2T>-“2w,(g)n1’2, 
c>o 
(2.6) 
where o,(g)= IA(g)1/2-A(g)“21, implyingthatasn-+oo, 
sup supIP,(X2>c)-Pr(~i_,(n A(g)) >c)J=O(r,n-“‘+w,n’/*) 
REG(J,,) C>O ’
with w, = supR E G(.,,,  n o (8). Moreover, (2.6) is sharp in the sense that if g, E G(s,), 
(2.7) 
liminf max(n A(g,), n a(g,)) > 0, 
n+m 
n’/*o,( g,) = O(1) and lim n’120,( g,)/( s,n-“2) = 00, 
n-a 
then there exists a positive constant c2 such that for all n, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Proof. (i) This is a restatement of Theorem 2.l(iii) with h = 1 in Drost et al. (1989b). 
(ii) Combination of (2.5) and (1.1) yields (2.6). By (2.5) and (1.2) (2.9) follows, thus proving the 
sharpness of (2.6). 0 
Remark 2.1. The error bounds in the theorem are uniform in the critical values c, so the approximations 
hold uniformly for all significance levels (Y,,. 
As is seen from the theorem the x2-approximation based on the exponential family approach is inferior 
to the x*-approximation based on the contamination family approach if n’/*~,,( g,) is of larger order than 
s n-‘I*. (Otherwise both approximations yield the same error bound.) Next it will be shown that typically 
&2 o,(g,) is indeed of larger order than ~,,n-‘/~ as soon as s, + co. So for contiguous alternatives the 
same error bound is obtained, but for more distant alternatives the x2-approximation based on the 
contamination family approach is better. In a way this corresponds to the numerical results in Kallenberg 
et al. (1985). For alternatives with heavy tails there were conflicting theoretical results with high power in 
the contamination family approach and low power in the exponential family approach. The numerical 
results were indeed in favour of the contamination family approach. This agrees with the preceding 
theorem in the sense that for more distant alternatives there is a discrepancy between both approximations 
in favour of the contamination family approach. 
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We write z, = (g/h) - 1. To show that typically n’/‘w,(g,) is of larger order than ~,n-‘/~ as s, + cc 
we consider alternatives g, such that 
sup’gN(Y) -h(y) ’ -l/2 
Gs,n , lim s,n-‘12 = 0 
L’ts h(y) n*oC 
and 
lim inf 5 v,-‘/ hz, dh/A hzi dXA(g,)-“2s,2n 
n’M i=l A, 
> 0. 
Note that (2.10) implies that g, E G(s,). By Taylor expansion we have 
/ h log( g,/h) dh = / h log(1 + zn) dX 
A, A, 
= j hz, dh-;/ hz~dX+O(s~n-3/2) asn+m. 
A, A, 
Hence, using / hz, dX = 0, 
i(g,) = 5 77-l 
2 
hz, dX - i 
j 
hzt dX + iv, 
j 
hzi dh + O(sjnp3/2 
i=l A, 
=A(g,)- 5 -’ ,=,7r, Lhr, dhLhz: dX+O(sznp2) 
and therefore 
n”2w,(g,)=n’/2/A(g~)“2-d(g,)“2/ 
= ?jp i v,-‘/ hz, dX/ hz,Z dh A( gn)-1’2 + 0(s,3n-‘j2) 
i=l A, A, 
(2.10) 
By (2.10) the last expression is of exact order sin-‘/2, implying that w,,( g,) is of larger order than s,,n-‘12 
ifs,+ccasn-+cc. 
This completes the proof of the following theorem, expressing the preference for the contamination 
family approach. 
Theorem 2.2. Let k > 3. Let {s,,}, s, > 0, be a nondecreasing sequence, and let G(s,,) be defined by (2.4). 
Consider a sequence of alternatives {g,}, satisfying (2.8) and (2.10) with lim, _ p s, = cc. Then 
Appendix 
Lemma A.l. Let 
ii,(&) = j 
A, 
&, dh 
and d as defined in (2.3). Assume that lim n _ mne,2 finitely exists and Jh log( g/h) dh > - cc. Then 
(A.1) 
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Proof. It suffices to show that 
lim +,(R) -? 
0” 
= jhdh 
n+cc j A, 
with 
f= log(G) - jh log(g/h) dX. 
Note that lh log( g/h) dh > - cc implies jh 1 log( g/h) ( dh < co. For all u > 0 and 0 < fI -C 1 we have 
l(u@-1)/l <u+ llog ul. 
Put u = g/h. By dominated convergence it follows that 
j 
(1 - u’)K’h dX + - 
j 
(log u)h dX as 8 JO. 
Hence, the normalizing constant c(e) of the exponential family (cf. (2.2)) satisfies, as 6 JO, 
For sufficiently large n we have 
j~iGc(6ifl)/~jh+ cut) - 1 
I I % 
h<2{u+ llog u(}h+ 
and therefore by dominated convergence 
lim i;,(4) - 7, 
n+m 6, = $!! A, j 
edA= jjhdh. q 
8, A, 
K’{ c(O) - l} = je-‘(1 - ue)h dh//u’h dh + - j(log u)h dX. 
(log u)h dX)h 
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